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In a recent internal inquiry of the resource development department there is no evidence of
Charlotte alumni success regarding professional chef certification. There are currently 489
alumni who reside within the 50-mile radius of the campus.

Application

With a great foundation of culinary education, fourteen years of operation and career
progression why haven’t more of our graduates taken the opportunity to earn an American

BENCHMARKING ALUMNI
SUCCESS THROUGH ACF
CERTIFICATION

Culinary Federation (ACF) certification? Does an opportunity exist to assist alumni in their
pursuit of professional certification while improving upon the twenty-six percent practical
exam failure rate?

SIGNIFICANCE OF OUTCOME
In the spring of 2018 a mentoring initiative began between a Charlotte faculty member and a 2008 Culinary and Food
Service Management graduate. These mentor sessions included observation of performance by the faculty
member and feedback to improve the likelihood of success. This graduate, who passed the CEC exam on the
first attempt, has agreed to be part of the ongoing mentoring of fellow alumni who seek professional
certification. The graduate will also present best practices to Alumi on campus during the 2018 Charlotte
Homecoming and Family Weekend.
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ACF Exam of 2008 Alum Robert Reinken CEC
The ACF exams are based on the correct application of culinary techniques introduced in school and expanded
upon through continued experiential learning. Classical cuisine is the foundation that these experiences are based

DESCRIPTION OF SCHOLARLY INQUIRY

upon. This successful 2008 graduate presented modern professional dishes that were based upon the classical
The ACF practical exam process began in 2002 and since then has gained industry validation as the preeminent

concepts posed by Escoffier and reinforced by the formulas presented in The Chefs Reference Guide. The path

professional chef certification in America. Four of the sixteen certifications have been externally validated by

forward is to document and celebrate the success of our Alumni which could provide evidence of lifelong learning.

National Commission for Certifying Agencies (NCCA) the most stringent of which is the CEC certification.
Classical Cuisine Preparations from 2018 Master Chef Edition of the Chefs Reference Guide.

According to an April 2018 ACF annual certification report only 166 chefs earned the status of Certified Executive
Chef (CEC) in 2017 which brought the total number of CEC’s to 3236.

ACF practical exam evaluators agree that a candidate’s success is based upon the degree to which they prepare,
practice, receive quality feedback and reflect upon the entire process. The approved reference for CEC level
preparations is Escoffier: The Complete Guide to the Art of Modern Cookery which is based upon Escoffier’s original
1903 work Le Guide Culinaire. In the past one hundred years culinary craftsmanship has become an exercise of
efficiency. In some cases, it has succeeded in becoming an appreciated art form. Reflecting upon what one has
learned and applied through the practice of becoming a chef is an excellent way to progress the craft, benchmark
success and elevate the art.
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OUTCOME
The Chefs Reference Guide is a resource for culinary professionals to access ratio-based formulas, terminology and
reference charts. The Master Chef edition of this work will include over 140 new formulas based upon the ACF
practical exam ingredients lists. To support this work twenty instructional videos have been published on the Chef
Reference YouTube Channel.

